Introduction
In the first years following the creation of the European Economic Community (EEC), the Hungarian leadership adopted the same negative Soviet stance on the Common Market as other Socialist states. Since the mid-1960s, Hungary faced deepening Western European integration and evolving EEC protectionism, which led Budapest to attempt to manage rapprochement with Brussels. Hungary moved through two different channels: the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON), hoping to unify the efforts of Socialist countries to conclude a general agreement with Brussels; and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), trusting that the organisation would be able to persuade the European Community to abolish its protectionist measures. Both paths proved to be a dead end: by the turn of the 1970s, COMECON-EEC negotiations manifestly reached stalemate, and GATT membership did not gain Hungary better access to the Common Market. Since 1980, amidst worsening financial circumstances, the Hungarians were forced to show their true colours: if they wished for better export conditions into the Western markets, then the Hungarian government would be compelled to initiate bilateral talks with Brussels. However, a sharpening dispute emerged between the Hungarian party and state elites on which steps to follow: whether Budapest should cross the Rubicon and grant the EEC diplomatic recognition, or bet that Brussels might offer an agreement as a 'reward' for its renewed economic reforms. Hungary entered direct negotiations with the Community in 1983; talks proceeded in three rounds in 1983-4, but adjourned without any concrete result.
Challenging the socialist non-recognition policy
The Kádár government faced harsh international isolation after its repression of the 1956 revolution, and Hungarian foreign policy had to rebuild its relations with the West from the ground up. The first, cautious attempts by Hungarian diplomats to change the situation date back to August 1962, when Foreign Minister János Péter explained the principal goals of a new Hungarian foreign policy: building new links with the Western countries on the foundations for peaceful coexistence; working in the interests of the worldwide victory of Socialism; weakening the Western European integration efforts; repositioning Hungary among the Socialist countries; and establishing Hungary's reputation in the international arena. 4 In practice, it was difficult to realise these goals since the political message of these principles did little to break from the hard-line Soviet standpoint. Nevertheless, after the April 1963 political amnesty (when 4000 political convicts were freed from prisons) a circumspect and slow thaw was observable. Budapest initiated the opening process with its Western neighbour. In May 1964, vice-president of the Hungarian Executive Council Jenő Fock pointed out during his talks with Austrian Vice Chancellor Bruno Pittermann that Hungary intended to improve her relations with the West beginning with Austria. 5 This intention also blossomed in a new approach towards the Common Market. In August 1965, the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Trade suggested a partial re-evaluation of Budapest's EEC policy. In its report, the Ministry analysed the EEC's weight in COMECON member states' trade: on average it was 8% of their total foreign trade, but had a 28% share in their trade with market economies. Hungary depended more on this relationship: Common Market states represented 39% of its non-socialist trade. The list of disadvantages caused by the EEC started with the customs tariff discriminations and followed with agricultural issues. The protectionist measures of the Community caused a US$3.3 million loss in Hungarian agricultural exports in a single year (1964) , and the ministry estimated that the Western customs union might result in a US$8 million loss per year for Hungary after 1968. Brussels' contingent policy and its evolving common trade policy were also against Hungarian commercial interests. To minimise the country's losses, the Ministry of Foreign Trade outlined new tasks. It held that diplomatic recognition or non-recognition of the Common Market itself could not be a substitute for a properly elaborated and coordinated package of economic measures towards the EEC. It did not suggest recognition; instead it urged coordinated negotiations and measures to create a new situation in which Hungary would gain advantages (rewards) in exchange for recognition. It proposed the elaboration of a new approach to negotiations with the Common Market that would include reaching a consensus on a concerted policy towards the EEC with other COMECON member states. However, the ministry also argued that Hungary should concurrently build its own discrete ties with the Common Market, namely with the Commission, and particularly its DirectorateGeneral for External Relations and the Directorate-General for Agriculture. The ministry hoped for a modified political line, which would boost concrete economic profit without abandoning the conceptual integrity of COMECON's non-recognition policy. 6 Although this proposal did not result in concrete foreign political actions, it presented the changing visions within the state apparatus. The top party leadership remained more cautious. In October 1966 the HSWP Political Committee (PC) requested new policy papers with different variants on how to launch talks with the EEC, and called upon the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to represent effectively Hungarian interests in tariff and discrimination issues abroad.
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After the launch of the New Economic Mechanism, the Ministry of Foreign Trade went a step further. In April 1968, Deputy Minister Béla Szalai submitted a report to the Ministerial Board that presented fresh ideas and evaluations. The report's point of departure was again the agricultural issue, since agrarian and food products had an average 60% share of Hungary's exports to the Common Market (Table 1) . Before 1968, the export of agricultural goods (especially eggs, poultry, pigs, and pork) expanded dynamically, and the EEC regulations on beef cattle had crucial importance, since this product per se amounted to 35% of agricultural exports.
The ministry warned that Hungary would soon face new challenges due to the EEC's decision to abolish its internal customs tariffs by 1 July 1968; nearly half of Hungary's Western trade involved EEC countries, which was 13% of its trade total. In addition, West Germany and Italy were the primary suppliers of Hungary's modern technologies. Negotiating with the Common Market in the light of these changing circumstances was therefore essential for Budapest. The ministry called the COMECON position an outdated perspective, claiming that COMECON member states should consider official diplomatic recognition of the Common Market. Szalai listed the expected advantages, adding that official recognition might create a better atmosphere for informal talks and a positive climate for concluding a mutually profitable commercial agreement. He argued that further development of the EEC would eventually force official recognition, and that the Socialist countries could profit from granting earlier recognition without external pressure or out of manifest necessity. In his conclusions, he called on the government to reconsider its nonrecognition policy at the forthcoming COMECON meetings. Nevertheless, leading up to these multilateral meetings Szalai suggested the immediate continuation of informal Hungary-EEC bilateral talks to hash out technical questions.
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A finalised version of this proposal was circulated and commented on by the top leadership. Prime Minister Jenő Fock made his point clear in his remarks: Hungary should access the GATT, and not oppose openly the 'political recognition' of the EEC 1965 1966 1967 1965 1966 1967 1965 1966 1967 1965 1966 1967 (because that would be ill-timed), but continuing technical negotiations would be desirable. Moreover, Budapest should make more efforts to conclude multi-annual agreements with EEC member states on joint ventures, technical cooperation, and so on. At the same time, when the prime minister's remarks were finalised, the secretariat of Vice Prime Minister Antal Apró also agreed on the key points. Their note claimed that the former arguments against the EEC (that it is an economic arm of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), a tool of West German revanchism, a supranational power which would fall apart soon) had been proved wrong; these events did not occur, and instead the European situation changed. The Apró secretariat agreed with Fock's comments that it would be too early to grant 'political recognition' to the EEC, but COMECON should reconsider its viewpoint soon; in the meantime, Hungary might gain more advantage through accession to the GATT as an associate member. 9 On 10 May 1968, the Committee for International Economic Relations (NGKB) debated the April proposal on the Common Market. 10 The NGKB passed a resolution requiring Hungary to initiate, within COMECON, a re-evaluation and better coordination regarding COMECON-EEC relations.
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Budapest's new political line led to unfolding rapprochement in Hungary-EEC relations in the years that followed: three technical agreements that ensured price guarantees in the agricultural sectors of pork, wine, and cheese were signed in June 1968 , November 1970 , and February 1971 respectively. This benefited the Hungarian agrarian sector and, due to the expansion of Hungarian exports to the Common Market, the overall trade deficit decreased. By 1970, the European Community represented 16.7% of total Hungarian imports and 17% of the country's total exports. However, Hungary's share in the Common Market's external trade was rather symbolic: 0.6% of EC exports were sold to Hungarian markets, with 0.7% of total imports purchased from Hungary in 1970. 12 The deepening integration of the Common Market (e.g. plans for monetary integration and other common policies), the planned enlargement of the Community, and the Council of Ministers' decision to implement a Common Commercial Policy on trade agreements with socialist countries (giving competence to sign trade agreements only to the EEC from 1974) generated new challenges for the Hungarian state apparatus. In December 1970, the Inter-State Department of European Non-Socialist Countries of the Ministry of Foreign Trade summarised the new tasks of Hungarian policy towards the EEC. The report analysed EEC regulations concerning the most important Hungarian export products (beef, cheese, wine, and so on) in detail, as well as relations among other COMECON members and the Common Market. Although it made clear that the EEC's Common Commercial Policy was not implemented completely, the department proposed -and the Ministerial Advisory Board accepted -the following guidelines: Hungary should conclude agreements on certain products; initiate negotiations with The Committee for International Economic Relations was an inter-ministerial government body dedicated to international economic relations. EEC candidate countries; and attempt to sign long-term trade agreements with actual member states before 1974. Assuming that Western European integration would progress in the forthcoming years, the report considered it necessary to revise the COMECON approach, urging the strengthening and deepening of the ministry's analytic work concerning foreign trade enterprises as well as the Common Market.
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Detours: GATT accession and searching for supporting COMECON partners
The launch of the New Economic Mechanism in 1968 proceeded alongside the reevaluation of Hungarian foreign affairs and international economic relations. This shift aimed to promote an opening towards the West and, at the same time, to provide a more reform friendly environment inside the Socialist bloc. The Hungarian reformists wished to manage both processes without provoking a confrontation with the Soviets, especially after the repression of the Prague Spring.
The trade ministry proposed seeking Hungary's entrance into the GATT with the purpose of getting access to the Common Market. Budapest had first applied for observer status in 1958, but the application was soon withdrawn due to the vehement political opposition of several GATT-contracting parties.
14 In 1966, the Hungarian customs tariff and trade control regime was considered an inseparable part of the economic management system and liberalised. 15 On 31 May 1966, the Committee for International Economic Relations gave the Ministry of Foreign Trade permission to submit Hungary's application for GATT observer status, which was conceived as a first step towards membership. After the implementation of the New Economic Mechanism, and only just a month later than the proposal concerning the EEC was discussed, on 10 June 1968, the Ministry of Foreign Trade suggested revising the internal customs tariff system to prepare for Hungarian accession to GATT. The proposal argued in support of full membership, which would result in further gains for Hungary since GATT, as a multilateral foreign trade coordination forum, played an increasingly significant role in discussing trade discrimination and barriers. The second most important argument for accession stated:
It would be an advantage [for Hungary], if -in the frames of the GATT -we could directly and in earnest negotiate with the Common Market without the diplomatic recognition of it.
This sentence reveals the true intentions behind the accession request -making a new deal with the EEC without openly breaking socialist unity. The ministry also pointed out that GATT membership would come with several obligations: for instance, the Hungarian trade regime could not contain any discriminatory clauses; Hungary should build direct ties with the International Monetary Fund (or conclude currency agreements with each GATT contracting party); the country should also offer a mutual concession for each gained concession. 16 On 21 June, the Committee for International Economic Relations supported the action plan and ordered the Ministry of Foreign Trade to elaborate a proposal on the improvement of the tariff system and draft a decree on GATT accession. 17 One year later, on 9 July 1969, the Hungarian Government submitted its application for full membership to GATT in accordance with Article XXXIII of the General Agreement.
18 Four years later, the Hungarian government signed the Protocol of Accession on 10 August 1973.
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The second detour was prepared inside the bloc: to create a solid and safe background to the Hungarian economic reform, Budapest elaborated and proposed farreaching reforms to improve the COMECON. A proposal in May 1968 was meant to foster COMECON integration with improved financial conditions, monetise commercial relations between partner states, promote direct inter-firm links, and provide nonsocialist countries with opportunities to join COMECON. However, during bilateral Hungarian-Soviet talks in June, Soviet representative Mikhail Lesechko expressed disagreement and claimed that the Hungarian proposal aimed at the liberalisation of Eastern cooperation and the formation of a 'common market'.
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It soon became evident that Hungarian aspirations to find supporting partners inside COMECON were, at most, only partially fulfilled. In January 1969, the Executive Committee of COMECON passed a resolution on EEC relations, which declared that each COMECON member state could have 'links with the EEC organs to defend their economic interests', calling on member states to readily exchange information. Although the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Trade later interpreted this declaration as advantageous (the Executive Committee did not prohibit building contacts with the EEC), the decision also clearly dictated that member states should abstain from granting diplomatic recognition to the EEC.
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Facing firm Soviet resistance to the adoption of a new line, Hungarian diplomacy attempted to avoid the issue of diplomatic recognition by proposing ways to make direct ties between the two main economic groups, i.e. COMECON and the EEC. In February 1972, for example, a Hungarian proposal offered the following options: a COMECON declaration that the Eastern side is ready to make contacts with the EEC; previous informative links between COMECON and the EEC on possible forms of contact; principle agreements on certain economic and trade policy issues; and treaties or agreements on selected sectoral issues (coordination or mutual acknowledgement of quality specifications and standards, environmental protection, transport, energetics, energy sector). 22 The Ministry of Foreign Affairs also agreed that expanding economic relations with the EEC would be crucial for Hungary, since Hungarian raw material exports offset the imports of high quality complex technologies, licences, and industrial equipment. However, in accordance with the official COMECON policy, the Economic Policy Group of the Foreign Ministry did not intend to build new ties with the supranational organ of the Common Market.
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Hungary played a proactive role in several COMECON meetings during the first half of the 1970s to initiate changes in the policy towards the EEC, but these attempts generally failed due to counter activities by East Germany, the Soviet Union, and Czechoslovakia. 24 Budapest, a 'loyal ally' of the Soviet Union, paid close attention to developments in EEC-COMECON talks but, unlike Romania, the Hungarian leadership did not intend to adopt an independent policy. 25 Instead of openly announcing a special 'Hungarian path', Budapest promoted itself as a highly reformed Eastern country to improve its image during negotiations with the West.
The implementation of the EEC's common commercial policy starting on 1 January 1975 pressured the Eastern countries to shift from technical negotiations towards more substantive accords. In November 1974, the EEC Commission sent two different letters to each COMECON country. The first one informed Eastern countries that, starting from January 1975, the Common Market states would no longer negotiate and conclude (or renew) bilateral trade agreements. The second letter contained an EEC draft trade agreement: Brussels offered a schema-agreement to each country separately, and would sign the agreement with each single country. 26 At the 12-15 November 1975 meeting of COMECON's Standing Commission on Foreign Trade, Chair Nikolai Patolichev (USSR) warned all delegations that such an agreement should be negotiated between the two organisations. 27 Apart from the Soviet warning, the draft agreement did not satisfy Hungarian expectations. The EEC offer proposed concluding an agreement on issues that were regulated in the GATT protocols, and legalising the practice according to which EEC members did not discontinue discriminative quantitative restrictions; Brussels suggested the implementation of reciprocity in mutual turnover, which would include a Hungarian import obligation; and, finally, the proposal excluded discussions on the Common Agricultural Policy, despite the fact that Hungary's primary aim was to re-negotiate agrarian issues.
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Although access to the Common Market was one of the most important foreign trade issues, the top party leadership did not pay particular attention to it. However, in 1975-6, during the preparation of a new foreign economy policy concept, it became evident that Hungary should conduct a more active and open trade policy. This awareness led the compilers when they first intertwined the three main tasks of Hungarian economic policy: handling the aftermath of the oil crisis; adjustment of the economic structure; and opening towards the non-COMECON world.
29 This March 1977 concept highlights the standpoint of the Hungarian party: how they evaluated the risks of an opening; and how they calculated the potential gains and losses of an intensified Western cooperation. The document entitled 'Guidelines for Long-term Foreign Economic Policy' was proposed by the Economic Policy Department of the HSWP Central Committee (CC) and the inter-ministerial government body, the Committee for International Economic Relations. The concept underlined that the main trends of the worldwide economic changes were enlargement in economies of scale and the deepening of the international division of labour; national economies were becoming more interconnected. The easing of tensions in international relationsdétente -was favourable to expanding East-West cooperation, therefore the proposal wished to intensify business links with the world economy more dynamically. It claimed clearly that the deepening of foreign economic relations presented a risk, but this was a 'smaller [hazard] then the economic and political outcomes of the isolation'.
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The guidelines proposed building international economic relations with the Socialist and non-Socialist states on a solid base. However, it ranked relations according to a political criterion: cooperation with the Soviet Union came first; that with the Socialist states followed closely; and cooperation with the capitalist states came last. Relations with the developed Western countries were presented as an important national interest and as an immanent part of a policy intended to foster peaceful cooperation between the two economic systems. The rapporteurs claimed that Hungary should urge negotiations between the COMECON and the EEC, while also aiming to improve the Hungarian trade policy position. 31 The HSWP Political Committee accepted this document as a resolution in April 1977, and in the following year it became a guideline for the further state measures.
The unofficial dialogue between COMECON and the EEC continued with variable intensity during the years 1975-7, with counterproposals on each side. The two organisations had antagonistic interests and goals. COMECON wished to establish comprehensive relations including trade, while the EEC wanted cooperation to be limited to the fields of economic forecasting, commercial and economic statistics, environmental protection, and standardisation. 
New economic constraints -sharpening debates
The 1973 oil shock and radical increase in the price of raw materials hit the Hungarian economy hard. Although several government bodies (the Ministry of Finance, the National Planning Office, the National Office of Materials and Prices, and the Ministry of Foreign Trade) suggested immediate actions (raising internal prices, cutbacks in inefficient exports, lowering state subsidies, and so on), the political leadership intended to 'defend' its citizens from the world economy's shocks for as long as possible. Therefore, effective adjustment of internal prices and the economic policy turnaround unfolded only in 1978-9, when external indebtedness increased to a critical level. As the economic crisis loomed over the country, state apparatuses and the central bank expressed their criticism more harshly.
In September 1978, four months after the Haferkamp-Faddeev meeting, a new proposal was submitted to the Committee for International Economic Relations on the continuation of the COMECON-EEC talks. The Foreign Currency Department of the Hungarian National Bank (MNB) in its comments to the proposal remarked that the COMECON, due to its organisational structure and unresolved internal problems, was not capable of managing the inter-bloc talks. Therefore, argued the central bank, dialogue should be continued, but it was worth formulating the Hungarian standpoint to initiate bilateral negotiations with the Common Market. The Foreign Currency Department also warned that Hungary itself had to take the first step to avoid sizeable losses in trade, and that the internal and external financial balance of the country did not permit any postponement in launching talks with the Community. The MNB 34 Balázs, 'Trade Relations between Hungary and the European Community,' 64-5. 35 See Földes, Kádár János külpolitikája és nemzetközi tárgyalásai 1956-1988, vol. 1, 215, 218, 236, 276. 36 Minutes of the 13 June 1978 HSWP PC meeting, M-KS 288. f. 5/748. ő. e. 11, MNL OL.
requested that the agenda of the NGKB should include the issue of bilateral talks during the following six months.
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In July 1979 the same department, while analysing another proposal of the Ministry of Foreign Trade, pointed out the lack of concrete suggestions on how to handle the ineffectiveness of the COMECON-EEC negotiations, and called for a clear declaration that in the absence of a common (COMECON) solution, Hungary should negotiate with the Common Market. 38 The MNB saw the 'unresolved' relationship with the EEC as a serious obstacle that hindered Hungarian exports, and had an indirect negative affect (through the foreign trade balance) on the entire financial balance. Although publicly the central bank was rather passive concerning the issues of foreign trade policy, behind the scenes the MNB was the genuine engine of the economic policy turnaround.
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Hungarian trade with the EEC expanded unbroken during the period under investigation, even though it resulted in an increasing trade deficit (see Table A1 and Table  A2 in the Appendix). The Community was the most important commercial partner from the developed world, since it represented 50-55% of Hungarian exports to the developed market economies and 55-58% of its imports from that country group. Table  A3 and Table A4 report the asymmetry of this trade relationship. Chemical products, manufactured goods, machinery, and transport equipment constituted three-quarters of Hungarian imports from the EEC: these goods were indispensable for upgrading the economy with state-of-the-art technologies. However, at least one-quarter of Hungarian exports to the Common Market still consisted of foodstuffs and live animals in the first half of the 1980s. Although this proportion nearly halved between 1970 and 1980 (not independently of Brussels' protectionist measures), agricultural exports constantly remained at the forefront of Budapest's commercial interests. The farming sector in particular was a net exporting branch of the Hungarian economy; consequently, it contributed a notable surplus to the national foreign trade balance. The hunger for upto-date technologies, the export constraints, and the desire to maintain the internal political stability of the country pushed Hungarian decision-makers to intensify cooperation with the West and find a new modus vivendi with the EEC. Moreover, the COMECON-EEC negotiations reached a stalemate by October 1980, when the last expert-level meeting was held, and there was no hope of reviving them in the shortterm. The Hungarian leadership was disappointed, and attempted to find a narrow path to avoid confrontation with the Soviets, while at the same time trying to improve its relations with core Western European countries.
The reformist, younger generation within the party elite desired a shift from the outdated standpoint. In March 1981, the Department for Economic Policy of the HSWP CC drew up a top-secret report on relations with the Common Market. In their memo, addressed to Ferenc Havasi, the economic secretary of the CC, they proposed concluding an all-embracing agreement with the Community to arrange economic and commercial issues simultaneously. The document stressed that such an agreement could improve the Hungarian economic position or minimally hinder losing markets in the EEC. The department assumed that Budapest might negotiate better conditions with Brussels like Romania, or at best as good as Yugoslavia. The rapporteurs underlined that the Romanian and Yugoslavian cases clearly demonstrated that an economiccommercial agreement with the EEC did not cause 'political storms'. 40 If one can trust the memoirs of István Horváth (the subsequent Hungarian ambassador in Bonn), Havasi embraced the idea and consulted on this initiative with János Kádár, who informed the Soviet leadership during his summer holiday in Crimea. 41 In September 1981 Gyula Horn, deputy leader of the Department for Foreign Affairs in the HSWP CC, had a meeting in Budapest with Eugen Selbmann, the cabinet leader of West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt. Two officials from the Department for Economic Policy, István Horváth and Béla Szikszay, then visited Bonn to initiate secret talks with the West German Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (SPD) and to sound them out about the EEC's intentions towards Hungary.
42 Following these preparatory talks, in November 1981, Havasi had the chance to express the HSWP's approach as aimed at developing equally bilateral (Budapest-Brussels) and COMECON-EEC relations. 43 In his memoirs Havasi affirms that Schmidt promised discrete support to manage negotiations on a Budapest-Brussels cooperation agreement.
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Despite the promising start, a month later Budapest received an unexpected warning from the SPD, when Selbmann, Schmidt's foreign policy adviser, brought (along) the letter of/from the Chancellor. Selbmann personally handed the letter to the Hungarian leadership. In his letter of 18 December addressed to Kádár, Schmidt claimed that the political risks of Hungary's stronger attachment to the European Community were so evident that he simply needed to list them. As the Chancellor argued, since Hungary was an important member and partner in the COMECON, any attempt to establish closer links with the EEC would have far-reaching implications and thus would have become a matter of high political importance. He expressed his considerable doubts that the EEC could present an attractive economic offer for Hungary. In his conclusion, Schmidt stressed:
All in all, the present economic crisis within all EC Member States as well as in the world economy as a whole, including in the Eastern bloc, does not currently lend itself to hope for a mutually beneficial economic connection between the European Communities and Hungary. In the long term, a link between the European Communities and Hungary could certainly be very beneficial for both sides, but the Hungarian leadership would have to assess whether these later potential benefits could outweigh the immediate political risks. Commenting on the letter years later, Selbmann explained to István Horváth that Schmidt did not wish to risk any interference in their good relations with the Soviets, since German-German relations intertwined with the West German-Soviet relationship. However, this unpleasant intermezzo did not discourage the reformist group: two officials from the Department for Economic Affairs, again Horváth and Szikszay, had contacts in Paris with the inner circles of François Mitterrand. Then Gyula Horn also presented the new rapprochement idea in London to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. Horváth stresses that these attempts faced strong opposition in Budapest, especially by the old-fashioned Prime Minister György Lázár and his pro-Soviet deputy, József Marjai, while Foreign Trade Minister Péter Veress did not take sides.
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Between Brussels and Moscow: attraction and repulsion During the spring of 1982, the Ministry of Foreign Trade elaborated a new proposal on Hungary's relations with the EEC. The ministry pointed out that COMECON-EEC talks, even if they reached an agreement, would not be able to improve the commercial position of Hungary. Therefore, Budapest should continue its negotiations with Brussels and conclude agreement(s) that would adequately satisfy its economic interests. The report examined three main topics: tariffs; quantitative quotas; and the agricultural policy of the Common Market. Concerning tariffs, the ministry underlined that there was no chance of signing a free trade agreement under the current circumstances. To ask for a tariff preference, as a developing country, seemed inappropriate because Hungary enjoyed a more advanced economy than non-European countries. The report also stressed, with self-criticism, the low competitiveness of Hungarian suppliers, which was a greater hindrance to export expansion than Common Market customs tariffs. The quantitative quotas hindered increases in the turnover of goods, even as they did so differently in each EEC country. Brussels still suggested the 1974 schema-agreement as a general solution to regulate mutual trade, but Budapest did not wish to follow the Romanian pattern. (Bucharest signed a trade agreement on industrial products in 1980). The Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Trade rejected this option, suggesting instead fighting against the quotas within GATT. According to the report, agriculture was a crucial area of dispute because the sector absorbed the heaviest losses from EEC protectionism. For example, Hungary's quality cattle and beef exports to the Common Market dropped from US$177 million to US$16 million between 1973 and 1981. The Trade Ministry urged the Hungarian leadership to conclude a bilateral arrangement with the Community as soon as possible, particularly because if some agricultural products lost access to the EEC market due to competition obstacles, it would be difficult to redirect agricultural exports to other markets (even outside of Europe). For its part, Hungary could offset/reciprocate the Western market opening with increasing imports of foodstuffs from the Community. The concluding part of the report highlighted that establishing a delegation of diplomatic representatives to Brussels on behalf of Hungary would be an important political gesture. The last sentence of the proposal pointed out:
If we intend to normalise entirely and develop relations towards the EEC, this step [the diplomatic recognition] can't be avoided sooner or later. Merely its timing could be questionable. Nevertheless, this is essentially a political issue and it requires a specific investigation.
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When the secretariat of József Marjai summarised the above-mentioned proposal to the Executive Council Vice President, they stressed that the existing sectoral agreements with the EEC effectively regulated several commercial issues. Agriculture was the single exception where further negotiations were suggested by the state apparatus, since twothirds of Hungarian agricultural exports to developed capitalist countries were sold in the Common Market.
48 During the harmonisation of ministerial views the Ministry of Foreign Affairs disapproved of the term 'diplomatic relations'. Its International Law Department suggested using the following formula for these links between Hungary and the EEC: 'relation of diplomatic character '. 49 This quibbling about the terms was not the most serious obstacle to shift towards a new approach. The finalised version of the proposal, which was signed by Minister of Foreign Trade Péter Veress on 7 June, changed the conclusions in its most important paragraph:
. . . we may complete our existing system of arrangements with establishing a diplomatic relation with the EEC, but this topic currently is no longer relevant. Since this question is a political issue, if later becomes timely/opportune, it requires a specific investigation.
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This modification clearly demonstrated that the formerly mentioned state circles, the hardcore of the trade ministry and the vice prime minister's cabinet, did not support any radical advance towards Brussels. Moreover, when the Economic Committee (the Council of Ministers' economic cabinet, presided over by Marjai) accepted the Ministry of Foreign Trade's proposal at its 1 September 1982 meeting, it gave permission to launch talks with the EEC and negotiate a comprehensive agricultural agreement; however, it also explicitly claimed that these negotiations would be solely an exchange of views of a technical nature.
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After receiving the political mandate, the trade ministry initiated bilateral talks with the EEC. Foreign Trade Minister Péter Veress had a first meeting with Commission Vice President Haferkamp in Brussels on 19 April 1983, when they agreed that the parties should reassess the situation through confidential and preliminary expert discussions. Both sides outlined their stance in the 24-25 May and 15-16 June talks, and then Haferkamp, in a letter dated 8 December, called for the continuation of the negotiations. As the trade minister's later report recalled, the Hungarian side desired to spur the Commission to declare its economic offer. Veress and Haferkamp met a second time in Bonn, on 17 January 1984, when the vice president expressed the univocal political will of member states to manage a rapprochement with Hungary. However, he added, there were divergent viewpoints in the Community regarding the offering of concessions to Hungary. Haferkamp stressed that there was no chance to compromise on the agricultural sector, since a dramatic situation had evolved in beef production. Veress declared that Budapest would examine different options, including a comprehensive agreement, but was also interested in concluding additional arrangements on agriculture, tariffs, and so on. Haferkamp wished advancement as soon as it was possible, while Veress requested more time to re-evaluate Hungary's approach.
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Nearly a month passed after the meeting at which Trade Minister Péter Veress summarised the negotiating directives. In his 13 February memorandum to Vice Prime Minister Marjai, he analysed in detail the aims of the forthcoming talks, as well as the economic and political environment of the negotiations. He paid special attention to the fact that the Soviet Union -due to political reasons -was greatly inconvenienced by the (potential) agreements between certain socialist countries and the Common Market (except the sectoral and technical arrangements), because Moscow saw these agreements as a threat to disrupt the COMECON's unity, and might hurt the chances of a politically wished COMECON-EEC general agreement. Veress's suggested continuing the talks with Brussels, but intended to submit the issue to the top leadership solely at the last minute. When an agreement was close to conclusion, three aspects should be taken into consideration: whether the contract guaranteed Hungary's commercial rights (in accordance with the GATT); what kind of financial gains would be provided by it; and what the expected reaction of the friendly (socialist) countries would be.
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There is no archival record reporting that any governmental body discussed Veress's proposal. Marjai probably decided alone that Budapest should show firmness towards Brussels. The talks the vice prime minister had in Moscow supposedly pushed him towards this direction. During their meeting in the Soviet capital, on 23 January 1984 Marjai informed Nikolai Talyzin, Soviet Deputy Chairman of the Council of Ministers, about the Hungary-EEC negotiations. Talyzin declared that the Romanian agreement with the Common Market opened not only a crack in, but a gate into the bloc's principles for the EEC. He commended and gave thanks for the continuous Hungarian information on Budapest's talks with Brussels. Talyzin reminded Marjai that in the current political climate a common action would be the most important target, and all separate negotiation attempts would weaken these efforts. The Hungarian vice prime minister replied that Hungary would conclude an agreement only if it corresponded with the common principles and resulted in relevant gains.
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In any case, the Inter-State Relations Department for Developed Non-Socialist Countries of the Foreign Trade Ministry ordered the commercial counsellor of the Hungarian Embassy in Brussels, Péter Balázs, to present a so-called 'non paper paper' to Haferkamp. This written memo aimed to underscore Hungary's conditions in principle ('conditio sine qua non') of any agreement. In this document Budapest reconfirmed its earlier position that the following points must be strictly considered in a possible trade agreement:
Legislation of discriminatory measures and practices maintained by the Community or by its member states on trade with Hungary cannot be accepted. Consequently, a bilateral agreement to be concluded should either establish the fact that the Community and the member countries have eliminated all quantitative restrictions inconsistent with Article XIII of the GATT, or provide for a time-framed schedule for the implementation of Paragraph 4 in the Protocole of Accession.
The document also reminded that the idea of effective reciprocity was not acceptable to the Hungarian party. Additionally, the 'non paper' claimed that a desirable agreement should result in a substantial improvement in export conditions for Hungarian goods. The instructions to Balázs also ordered the oral expression of Hungary's goodwill and flexible stance during the forthcoming negotiations.
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Some Western partners were shocked by these firm Hungarian demands. As the West German ambassador in Budapest, Norman Dencker, pointed out, Bonn got the impression that the Hungarian government came to a sudden stop in its progress. During their meeting on 12 March, Dencker reminded Deputy Trade Minister Tibor Melega that a possible agreement between Hungary and the EEC would have political significance.
56 Despite the disappointment of Brussels, on 23 March Louis Kawan presented the Commission's official proposal to continue the expert negotiations. When Melega reported on these latest developments, he highlighted that Brussels expected an unconditional approach, namely that Budapest should abandon its principles declared in the February 'non paper'. The deputy minister warned that acceptance of such a condition could discredit Hungary in the eyes of the Soviets: such an appearance may confirm the suspicion that Hungary was in fact not driven by economic, but by political, motivates. He suggested to Marjai the following tactic: Hungary would send its representatives to the expert-level negotiations, but maintain its position concerning discontinuation of the discrimination, the refusal of effective reciprocity, and so on.
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It is no wonder that the next expert meeting in Brussels on 15-17 May 1984 adjourned without any concrete result. 58 The Belgian daily Le Soir reporting on these talks characterised perfectly the situation in its headlines on 24 May: 'Hungary approaches to the Tens then retreats: attraction-repulsion.'
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After the talks broke off inconclusively, a latent discord emerged inside the state and party apparatuses during the following months. As previously shown, Marjai's circles, the Ministry of Foreign Trade and the top leadership in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, preferred to conclude a solely commercial agreement with the EEC -with certain prerequisites. Meanwhile, the reformist wing of the HSWP, especially the Party Centre's Department for Foreign Affairs (with the active assistance of some diplomats) intended to negotiate and conclude a general, demonstrative political agreement with the Common Market to prove Hungary's goodwill and commitment towards its most important European commercial partners. 60 The former grouping still wished to avoid any confrontation with the Soviet Union and the COMECON partner states, while the latter desired to find external (Western) supporters to advance the internal reform process.
On 2 July 1984 the first grouping triumphed: the Political Committee embraced the statement that Hungary should initiate any further step towards the Community only if Brussels abolished/eliminated its discriminative and protectionist regulations. However, a loophole was hidden in the proposal voted for: the Department for Economic Policy pointed out that a disagreement emerged between the EEC member states regarding Hungary, and suggested that any shift in the Community's standpoint could be initiated solely by the largest, most respectable countries. 61 This latter argument was echoed by the head of the Department for Foreign Affairs, Gyula Horn, in the late summer of 1984, when he informed and prepared István Horváth, the newly appointed ambassador to the Federal Republic of Germany. Horn expounded to Horváth that Hungary should loosen its ties with Eastern European states and broaden her cooperation with Western European countries. Horn highlighted that such a turn required external assistance, and added that Budapest should win the support of Bonn for changing Brussels' attitude.
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Eventually support came from the European Parliament, which in the 23 June 1986 resolution called on the European Community to 'do all within its power to obtain an agreement on trade and economic cooperation tailored to Hungary's economic and political characteristics'. 63 This sentence summarised nearly all the requirements and expectations of the Hungarian political elite: appreciation of the reforms; hope for special treatment; and a comprehensive commercial agreement. It is quite another matter that the EC-Hungary agreement was only signed in June 1988, after official mutual recognition had been established between the EEC and COMECON.
Conclusions
It is indisputable that Hungary demonstrated a slow and carefully considered change of foreign policy throughout the 1970s. Although the purpose of improving relations with Western European countries was formulated explicitly in 1963-1964, Budapest did not follow the Romanian pattern of independent foreign policy, desiring instead to simultaneously open towards the West and maintain fidelity to the common socialist stance. The connection between diplomacy and foreign trade was evident in the issue related to relations with the EEC: the normalisation of diplomatic relations with Western European countries was followed by negotiations for gaining access to the Common Market for Hungarian exports.
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Hungarian trade interests were articulated in an independent fashion in 1965, when the Foreign Trade Ministry argued that Hungary should build its own contacts with the Common Market, independently from COMECON. By 1968, it became evident that Western European integration was not only a reality, but also an irreversible process that would only deepen in the following years. The highest echelons of the state bureaucracy, especially the foreign trade department(s) dealing with relations with the West, took into account the long-term interests of Hungary and proposed a cautious opening towards the EEC. However, they continuously confronted actual (frequently short-term) political constraints represented by the resistance of the non-reformist wing of COMECON (especially by the USSR and East Germany). By the turn of the 1970s the second oil shock and the international debt crisis posed additional challenges for the Hungarian leadership. They had to play three different shows in three theatres simultaneously: maintaining the illusion for its internal audience that living standards remained unchanged; making Moscow believe that Budapest still shared the common political line; and continuously asserting to the West that Hungary was a model pupil in economic reforms and liberalisation.
As this article has demonstrated, Hungary's commercial interest was merely one factor in a complex internal debate; its relationships with the Soviet Union and its military and economic allies were likewise important when considering whether to progress with or to break off the reform process. Within this framework, the issue of concluding an agreement with the EEC became a home-front battlefield between the 'hawks' and 'doves' of the political leadership at the turn of the 1970s. The standpoint of the Communist Party underwent a radical transformation during the decades investigated here; meanwhile, latent disputes polarised the older and younger generations of party apparatchiks. The 'hawks' of the HSWP had an aversion to cooperating more intensively with the West and remained adamantly loyal to the Soviet stance towards the EEC. On the contrary, the 'doves' of the Hungarian party, starting with the first wave of reformists like Rezső Nyers and continuing with young technocrats like Gyula Horn or Miklós Németh, believed in inter-bloc cooperation, and wished to obtain external support for internal political and economic reform through a demonstrative agreement with the Common Market.
The formerly avant-garde trade ministry changed its battle position in the first years of the 1980s: the state apparatus 'hawks' sacrificed European cooperation for the sake of a power play, as the ironhanded József Marjai struggled in his private war with the party reformer Ferenc Havasi. Marjai probably did not wish to lose Soviet support in exchange for an EEC trade agreement which might result in a few dozen million US dollars in commercial profits. Quoted sentences from Helmut Schmidt's letter proved to be a prophecy. Hungarian politicians examined carefully the short-term pecuniary advantages of a rapprochement as well as the long-term hazard of confronting the Soviets; in the end they deemed it safer to stand in line. Moreover, Marjai and his circle misinterpreted the international political situation. They believed that a façade of ambivalent economic reforms would impress the European Community to such an extent that they would gain special treatment, while in reality the EEC expected determined, more independent behaviour towards the Soviet Union and a courageous opening towards the West, which should take the form of formal recognition of the EEC. Table A2 . Value and share of Hungarian exports to the EEC member states compared to its exports to developed market economies and all exports, and the balance of trade with the EEC; in foreign exchange Forints (1970 Forints ( -1975 and current Forints (1976 Forints ( -1985 ; share in percent. Source: Külkereskedelmi Statisztikai Évkönyv 1970 , 1975 , 1976 , 1980 , 1985 1970, 1975, 1976, 1980, 1985. 1970 1975 1976 1980 1985 1970, 1975, 1976, 1980, 1985. 1970 1975 1976 1980 1985 
